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Chapter 1 

 

Project Description and Research Design 

______________________________________________________ 
 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 The National Park Service in the spring of 2004 contracted with Gregory R. 

Campbell, Ph.D, Department of Anthropology, The University of Montana, to assist in 

identifying and documenting tribal cultural resources within the boundaries of the Sand 

Creek Massacre National Historic Site and the Bent’s Old Fort National Historic Site that 

are significant to five tribes that have historical and cultural associations.  In particular, 

the project is to identify and evaluate ethnographic values of significant flora within the 

two National Historic Sites. 

 

1.2 Research Focus and Objectives 

 

 The overall objective of the project is to associate these sites with cultural 

practices and beliefs that are rooted in the history and cultural traditions of five 

indigenous societies and, document the importance of known plants to maintaining the 

continuity of that community's contemporary traditional beliefs and practices.  The core 

research goal is to present ethnohistorical and ethnographic information on traditional 

plant uses in the context of cultural values rooted in each park’s cultural landscape.1  The 

research efforts include literature and archival searches as well as consultant interviews 

during a preliminary field investigation.  To accomplish this task, the study includes: 

 

1.  A review of the available literature pertaining to the ethnobotany of the Arapaho, 

Cheyenne, Comanche, Kiowa, and Ute; 
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2.  A literature review of the historic and ethnographic works pertaining to the tribes, 

with emphasis on tribal use of the plains ecosystem and its centrality to tribal culture and 

way of life, and; 

 

3.  Oral history interviews with knowledgeable tribal members for purposes of 

documentation, public education, and interpretative purposes, with tribal permission. 

 

1.3 Native American Association and Involvement with the Study Areas 

 

The Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site and the Bent’s Old Fort National 

Historic Site lie on the southern Great Plains in present southeastern Colorado.  The study 

area is within what formerly was the traditional use range of five Native American 

societies: Arapaho, Cheyenne, Comanche, Kiowa, and Ute.  These lands were 

traditionally occupied and used historically by these Native societies before they were 

removed and settled on reservations.  Despite geographical and political changes over 

time, ethnohistorical and ethnological evidence indicates that each society occupied or 

used the study area. 2  The study areas are currently under the control and management of 

the National Park Service, which is charged with actively preserving and managing the 

site’s natural and cultural resources. 

 

 The Cheyenne and Arapaho, both southern and northern tribes, are the primary 

interested parties directly associated with the Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site 

study area, although the tribes also have an intimate historical and cultural relationship 

with Bent’s Fort.3 

 

The Arapaho currently comprise two federally recognized and distinct tribal-

nations.  The Southern Arapaho reside in western Oklahoma and the Northern Arapaho 

are located on the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming.4 

 

The Cheyenne also are two politically separate tribal-nations.  The Southern 

Cheyenne live in western Oklahoma.  The tribal government of the Southern Cheyenne, 
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formed jointly with the Southern Arapaho, is located in Concho, Oklahoma.  The 

Northern Cheyenne are located on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation, Montana, with 

the tribal complex located in Lame Deer, Montana.5  Despite the geographical and 

political severing of the Arapaho and Cheyenne into southern and northern tribes by 

historical and legal circumstances, each tribe is bound together by a common language, 

cultural traditions, and a shared sense of history. 

 

The Comanche, Kiowa, and Ute, particularly the Southern Ute and Ute Mountain 

Ute, are the primary interested parties associated with the Bent’s Old Fort National 

Historic Site.  At particular points in their histories however, each tribe used the land and 

resources encompassed within the boundaries of the Sand Creek Massacre National 

Historic Site. 

 

Today the Comanche live in southwestern Oklahoma.  The Comanche Tribal 

Complex is located nine miles north of Lawton, Oklahoma.6  Adjacent to Comanche 

communities are the Kiowa.  Since 1970, the Kiowa has governed itself by it own Tribal 

Business Committee.  Four years earlier, the Comanche drafted a constitution and by-

laws, forming their own Tribal Business Committee.  The Kiowa Tribal Complex is 

located in Anadarko, Oklahoma.7 

 

The Southern Ute and Ute Mountain Ute live on two reservations in the 

southwestern corner of Colorado.  Tribal headquarters for the Southern Ute is located in 

Ignacio, Colorado.  The Southern Ute approved its constitution and by-laws on June 6, 

1940. 

 

 The Ute Mountain Ute Reservation lies primarily in Colorado, but extends into 

New Mexico and Utah.  Towaoc is the only town on the reservation and is the site of the 

Ute Mountain Indian Agency and Tribal Complex.  The tribal government operates under 

a constitution, which provides for its governing structure. 
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1.4 Methods and Sources 

 

 In keeping with the objectives outlined in the Scope of Work, the research 

approach maximizes the gathering of significant data and makes most efficient use of 

resources.  Data collected for the project is derived from an analysis of the ethnohistorical 

literature in combination with initial ethnographic interviews with consultants.  These 

two methodologically distinct data collection techniques establish the historical and 

contemporary ties to the resources and cultural landscape of the project sites. 

 

1.5 Ethnohistorical Method 

 

 Ethnohistory is the critical examination of historical documents to reveal and 

ascertain an anthropological problem.  The technique involves the use of historical 

methods and criticism to evaluate the reliability and validity of historical information.  

Quite often the documents are evidence generated from observers outside of the society 

under examination.  Thus to produce an accurate account of historical events from a 

perspective that embodies indigenous interpretation of events requires the integration of 

various methods and data to elucidate data from the cultural perspective of the involved 

society.8  Ethnohistory, parallel to historical method, also requires the critical use and 

reflexivity with the evidence.9 

 

A distinguishing feature of the ethnohistorical method is the application of 

anthropological theory to events within the context of a particular ethnic group.10  In 

indigenous studies, an ethnohistorical approach allows for the analysis of diachronic 

cultural changes and continuities of a society.  Ethnohistory is a complementary approach 

to ethnography that enables the researcher to assess the continuities of cultural 

traditions.11 
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1.6 Ethnographic Method 

 

 Ethnography is the description of cultural patterns and behaviors of contemporary 

people.  Ethnography emphasizes current and ongoing patterns of behavior and thought 

of a particular, recognized ethnic group.12  Ethnographic data document contemporary 

cultural patterns associated with the continuance of practices, beliefs, values of a 

particular community. 

 

 To carry out the oral history objective, an ethnographic interview sample was 

developed that represents a section of the concerned populations.  Contact for interviews 

was made by referral through National Park Service personnel and by contacting 

appropriate tribal authorities.  Some consultants met during the initial phases of the 

project at the appropriate sites. 

 

 Because of time and funding limitations, the interview sample included only 

representatives that were referred by the National Park Service or the tribe.  This is not a 

random sample of interviews, but allows the research to focus on only pertinent data.  It 

is a directed information approach. 13  Since the method does empower interested parties 

to direct the researcher to individuals that have special knowledge and interest in the 

study area, the methodology complies with the mandate of Bulletin 38 to collect relevant 

cultural information. 

 

1.7 Ethnographic Interview Structure 

 

 Within the methodological structure outlined, the researcher conducted 

preliminary ethnographic interviews.  Given the limitations and opportunities to conduct 

in-depth unstructured interviews and the cultural inappropriateness of conducting highly 

structured interviews, the ethnographer opted to use a semi-structured interview format.  

A semi-structured interview technique maintains explicit research aims, but affords 

flexibility in the interview process. 
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 Ethnographically, the format has four advantages.  First, a semi-structured 

thematic interview technique is a verbal approximation of a questionnaire designed 

around the explicit research goals.  An “interview guide” directs the interview.  The guide 

is a list of cultural themes, topics and specific inquiries, designed to elicit pertinent 

information relevant to the study.14  This structure is designed to elicit representative and 

comparable data in the context of group beliefs and cultural themes about the cultural 

resources under consideration.15 

 

 Second, a semi-structured interview ensure data quality through eliminating 

unnecessary obstacles in data collection and analysis.  Third, the technique permits the 

interviewer to elicit ethnographic information specific to the research problem while 

maintaining the flexibility to allow the cultural expert to volunteer information beyond 

the "interview guide" that they feel is important.  Fourth, and finally, the interview 

technique empowers the cultural expert through active participation in the interview 

process.16 

 

 The interview guide follows a basic format.  Questions are designed to map out 

the cultural parameters of the interview.  The initial questions allow the cultural expert to 

introduce himself/herself, explain his/her cultural relationships, and explain in their own 

words why he/she is qualified to speak about specific cultural issues concerning the 

project area.  The follow-up questions are structural and attribute questions designed to 

elicit specific cultural information about cultural categories of meaning and activities in 

the area.  The interview concludes with open-ended questions to allow new levels of 

cultural categories and meanings to emerge for the interviewer.  Concluding the interview 

in this manner permits continual feedback and analysis of the data as each interview is 

completed as well as opens new areas of inquiry in future interviews.17 

 

1.8 Ethnographic, Ethnohistorical Data, and Public Policy 

 

 The present project is a cooperative joint venture undertaken to collect and 

present ethnohistorical and ethnographic information on traditional plant uses in the 
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context of cultural values place on each park’s cultural landscape.  Although the current 

effort involves in-depth ethnohistorical and historical ethnological research, 

supplemented by oral interviews, the continuation of the project will involve having 

knowledgeable Elders, religious practitioners, and other interested community members 

relay the continuity of cultural practices within each park’s boundaries. 

 

 Generally the continuity of traditional uses and beliefs of cultural resources, even 

after several decades, is proceeding within a still evolving legal framework.  Tribes and 

appropriate agencies most directly responsible for implementing historical preservation 

laws, are still garnering necessary practical experience and knowledge about how best to 

implement historical preservation laws in complex situations involving indigenous 

peoples’ heritages and their concerns.18 

 

 There is growing recognition that cultural resource preservation laws are 

somewhat inadequate in managing indigenous and ethnic heritages.19  Legal criteria, 

material artifacts, and values cannot exclusively bind a people’s heritage.  Heritage is a 

living force that is rooted in history, but provides people with a sense of identity and 

place.  Heritage is dynamic force that includes tangible and intangible expressions of 

cultural practices and beliefs that link generations over time.  Aspects of heritage are 

rooted in landscapes and places that are important to a people in the continuation and 

development of traditions, the expression of beliefs and values, history, and current 

practices. 

 

1.9 Cultural Constructs of Nature: Cultural Places and Cultural Landscapes 

 

 Cognitive research strongly suggests that environmental perception begins to 

emerge in childhood while enmeshed in a particular cultural and historical context.  

Gradually, through experience, a person develops the appropriate symbols and 

relationships to frame a generalized abstraction of the spatial environment.  Conceptions 

of nature therefore are created from emerging, but experiential social, cultural, and 

historical contexts.  Within this evolving context, the natural environment becomes a 
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medium of culturally meaningful phenomena that define and sustain cultural groups.20  

The dialogue between the natural and cultural perceptions of that reality, the 

environment, includes a differentiation of phenomena, whereby select environmental 

features are “clearly registered while others recede…or are blocked out.”21  These spatial 

attributes of cultural recognition, whether tangible or intangible, natural or manufactured, 

become cultural places; sites or resources that have current or potential significance. 

 

 As numerous ethnographic studies reveal, the meaning of place for Native peoples 

is inherent or embedded in the landscape.  Attachment to place reflects a human-nature 

relationship imbued with meaning that through continuous interaction or recognition 

retains significance through time.  As a result, the landscape is composed of numerous 

interrelated places whose meanings are interconnected and cannot be disjoined often 

without distorting the environmental context.  Although the networks of places and the 

meanings of landscape vary between indigenous societies and individuals living in those 

societies, even with respect to the same landscape, there remains a generalized cultural 

consistency about the concept of embedded meanings.22  In general places are sources 

and repositories of knowledge that often define identity.  Specifically, place, according to 

Lippard; 

 

…is a portion of a landscape…entwined with personal memory, known 

and unknown histories, marks made in the land that provoke and evoke.  

Place is…temporal and spatial, political and personal.  It is about 

connections, what surrounds it, what formed it, what happened there, what 

will happen there.”23 

 

Places therefore have social and moral impact, often associated with oral traditions and 

living memories.  Places also often provide a cultural code for living that requires 

interaction through reciprocal appropriation.  Kiowa scholar and author N. Scott 

Momaday, over three decades ago, emphasized this point about Native American 

attitudes toward the landscape.  Momaday wrote: 
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…the Native American ethic with respect to the physical world is a matter 

of reciprocal appropriation: appropriation in which man invest himself in 

the landscape, and at the same time incorporates the landscape into his 

own fundamental experience…I think his attitude toward the landscape 

has been formulated over a long period of time itself suggests an 

evolutionary process…His heritage has always been rather closely 

focused, centered upon the landscape as a particular reality.24 

 

That is, societies construct a shared, interactive cultural model of their world often 

associated with environmental aspects.  Cultural groups believe in the models of the 

natural environment or landscape because as members of a specific community, they 

interact with people who, within a range of individual variation, share the same cultural 

constructs and use those constructs in their interaction with the natural and social world.25  

As Tilley explains, “Humanly created space is the space of social reproduction…” which 

provide a source of adaptive strategies that contribute to a cultural group’s sense of tenure 

on a landscape.26  Landscapes are socially constructed entities that include human agency 

that “…reflect and configure being in the world.”27 

 

 The concept of landscape denotes the interaction of people and place, usually 

focusing on the opportunities and constraints that environmental variables place on 

human societies, their social development, and adaptations.  The concept of cultural 

landscape, not only encapsulates the long-term human-nature relationship of a society, 

but also embodies tangible and intangible cultural characteristics of a particular society’s 

shared knowledge, values, beliefs, activities, and interactions about a physical landscape. 

 

Federal land managers are challenged to recognize and respond to assigned, 

embedded, and connective meanings of landscape, some of which may conflict with other 

cultural perceptions and uses of the same area.  To adequately incorporate heritage, 

studies have moved away from defining heritage sites as bounded entities, clearly defined 

by boundaries and material criteria.  Recognizing the necessity to preserve and manage 

heritage in a more encompassing manner the National Park Service instituted the Cultural 
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Landscapes Program.28  Cultural landscapes are “a geographic area, including both 

cultural and natural resources and the wildlife and domestic animals therein, associated 

with a historic event, activity, or person or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic values.”29  

Cultural landscapes, as a component of historical preservation and heritage management, 

views integrated relationships between a group of people and their environment. 

 

Of the four defined cultural landscapes, the ethnographic landscape, by definition, 

is “…a relatively contiguous area of interrelated places that contemporary cultural groups 

define as meaningful because it is inextricably and traditionally linked to their own local 

or regional histories, cultural identities, beliefs and behaviors.30  Ethnographic 

landscapes, moreover, transform nature into culture.31 

 

1.10 Transforming Nature into the Cultural: Ethnographic Landscapes 

 

Cultural practices and beliefs of living people permeate landscapes with meanings 

that are often imperceptible to others.  Some landscapes are places filled with locations or 

aspects that have traditional and sometimes, sacred importance.  Such places may include 

camping sites, natural formations, and materials for religious, health, and well-being.  

Landscapes also may be associated with origin stories, spiritual beings, and significant 

cultural events.32 

 

 Landscapes viewed through the eyes of a specific culture that is imbued with 

meanings that mirror the system of meanings, ideologies, beliefs, values, and worldviews 

are ethnographic landscapes.  Ethnographic landscapes reflect a distinctive way of 

transforming nature into culture.33  The transformations affect land use, responses to the 

natural environment, and the assignment of meaning to aspects of land. 

 

 Constructing an ethnographic landscape is not static, but an on-going process of 

cultural creation and construction.  The transformation is dynamic, but also involves past 

history with the location and current relationships.  Thus ethnographic landscapes to 
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retain their meanings and cultural relevance must evolve as the people and their culture 

changes.34 

 

Transforming nature into culture involves part of world-making, whereby people 

create a landscape that fits past experiences and present circumstances.  To accomplish 

this task involves several processes and actions.35  Components of landscapes contain two 

dimensions.  First are areas of explicit awareness and recognition of landscape features 

by members of a cultural community.  There are also unrecognized places where a 

previously unmade cultural connection is made connecting the place to a tradition, a 

practice, a belief, or a piece of the community’s cultural history.36  Therefore 

ethnographic landscapes contain unrealized cultural potential through its encapsulation 

into a framework of cultural meaning. 

 

Components of ethnographic landscapes may be either material or non-material.  

Locations also may be physically modified by human activity or have no evidence of 

human modification.  Other specific components of ethnographic landscapes include the 

ambiance of sound, sight, smell, or emptiness.  Ethnographic landscapes comprise a wide 

variety of places and qualities that are structurally arranged on a continuum from the 

secular to the sacred.37 

 

1.11 Preserving and Managing Ethnographic Landscapes 

 

 While the primary focus of this project involves the cultural perspectives derived 

from five indigenous societies, ethnographic landscapes are diverse.  Often the same 

landscape embodies a wide range of meanings emanating from indigenous and non-

indigenous communities.  How to recognize, preserve, and manage the diversity of any 

landscape, especially if a politically dominant group imposes its uses, treatments, and 

conceptual meanings, remains problematic.  Despite the extant problems, at present, the 

preservation and regulation of ethnographic landscapes is situated in a statutory and 

regulatory framework.38  Within this legal context, ethnographic landscapes are offered 

various avenues for recognition and preservation, but not without some difficulties.39 
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 A perennial contradiction in the assessment and management of ethnographic 

landscapes is significance.  Significance, as reflected in historic preservation laws, 

defines cultural resources that should be acknowledged, protected, and managed based on 

their potential to yield scientific knowledge important to history or prehistory.40  

Assessing significance by the criteria of research potential or historical, legal, public 

educational, and monetary importance places emphasis on the materiality of resources.  

Many resources although, especially from an indigenous perspective, emphasize ethnic 

significance or the roles that particular resources play in the cultural traditions, histories, 

and identities as a people.  Indigenous people also often incorporate the symbolic 

meaning of natural elements into definitions of self.  As Greider and Garkovitch 

conclude: 

 

Cultural groups socially construct landscapes as reflections of themselves.  

In the process, the social, cultural, and natural environments are meshed 

and become part of shared symbols and beliefs of members of the groups.  

Thus the natural environment and changes in it take on different meanings 

depending on the social and cultural symbols affiliated with it.41 

 

In other words tangible aspects of landscape are intimately intertwined and 

interconnected to intangible cultural qualities. 

 

One aspect of ethnographic landscapes is cultural resources that are faunal and 

botanical resources.  Animals and plants play significant cultural roles in the maintenance 

and performance of cultural practices.  Plants are often ethnic identity symbols for many 

Native American people.  They serve as identity symbols because they permeate almost 

all aspects of life.  Cross-culturally, there is often a deep, spiritual relationship between 

people and plants.42  Some species for example are considered traditional foods, 

connecting a cultural community to their history and ethnic identity.  Through 

community labor concerning resource collection and use, some faunal and flora species 

magnify community solidarity.  Other resources are necessary components in a wide 
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variety of social, rituals, ceremonies, and religious activities.  Some flora resources offer 

properties that promote health and well-being.43  Still other plant species are valued for 

their aesthetics.  Thus plants express a wide range of cultural activities that may be 

deemed culturally significant by various tribal members. 

 

 The legal framework for designating species and areas of importance as part of a 

cultural landscape requires that traditional activities be professionally documented.  That 

is the primary purpose of the ethnohistorical and ethnographic work contained in the 

report.  Such anthropological knowledge about contemporary cultural and religious 

values and practices is necessary to guide responsible agencies to institute sound 

culturally sensitive management practices. 

 

 To accomplish this task, this document addresses the major issues central to the 

study objectives.  First, tribal land tenure is discussed from the ethnohistorical and 

ethnological data (Chapter 2).  This discussion also includes the ecological erosion of 

resources and the political alienation of the indigenous societies from the land base that 

historically encapsulated the project sites.  Political and economic circumstances 

ultimately resulted in their complete removal from study areas. 

 

Second, in Chapters 3 through 12, traditional beliefs, customs, and practices are 

described using the published ethnographic and ethnohistorical record.  A chapter 

elucidating the uses of plants in each society follows each tribal historical ethnography 

and ethnohistory chapter.  Chapter 13 discusses the cultural and religious oppression of 

the early reservation era noting the systematic attempts by the federal government and 

other organizational forces to alter indigenous life ways.  The section concludes with a 

critical examination of indigenous attempts to assert their cultural and legal rights. 

 

Chapter 14, using ethnographic interviews collected by the ethnographer, 

supplemented with published ethnographic and historical data, highlights the cultural 

importance of the cultural landscape to the five tribes.  Finally, Chapter 15 summarizes 
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the cultural practices in the project areas and offers recommendations for assessing 

further the cultural significance of flora species. 

 

1.12 Cooperation in Resource Management and Preservation 

 

 The Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site and Bent’s Old Fort National 

Historic Site cannot achieve its management and preservation goals without input and 

cooperation of an array of stakeholders, including the tribal contributions.  Consideration 

of Native American cultural mandates regarding the values they hold for the land is 

central to implementing sound management and public educational policy decisions 

inside the boundaries of project sites and serves to connect those bounded entities to the 

larger cultural landscape. 
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